
           OBR ADV Gear Big Sky Tank Bag Installation Instructions 

Congratulations on your OBR ADV Gear Big Sky Tank Bag purchase. Your tank bag has been designed to fit a wide range of 

motorcycles. Proper installation of your Big Sky Tank Bag will ensure secure fitment to your motorcycle.  

The OBR ADV Gear Big Sky Tank Bag utilizes a three (3) strap Base Panel System (BPS) to anchor the main bag over your motorcycles 

fuel tank. The Big Sky Base Panel System (BPS) secures the main tank bag to the motorcycle while also allowing removal of the main 

tank bag without the need to de-rig any of the attachment straps. Let’s get started … 

First, place the Big Sky Tank Bag onto your motorcycle tank in the relative position where you would like the bag to sit. Your Base 

Panel System (BPS) secures the front of the tank bag using a webbing strap that runs under the motorcycles steer tube and loops 

and back to the front of the base panel connecting via a set of SRB buckles. Make sure to route the strap under any wiring or vent 

tubes. This strap is provided with extra length to make sure proper fitment is possible to a wide range of motorcycles. Once proper 

fitment has been completed this strap can then be trimmed down to a more appropriate length.   

Second, loop the rear anchor straps through a solid point on the frame or sub-frame. It is best to locate a point lower on the sub- 

frame to maintain as much downward angle as possible. (This will ensure that proper tension is applied to the neck anchor strap 

while pulling the tank bag downward and into the tank) Connect the rear anchor straps to the base panel via the SRB buckles. 

Tension the anchor straps and use the supplied Triglide buckles to lock in the strap length. Final tensioning will be achieved via the 

neck strap at the front of the bag. Pair of optional elastic straps is included for both the front and rear anchor straps. I you chose to 

use these elastic straps route the anchor straps through the elastic before securing to the buckles. The elastic helps hold the anchor 

straps in position should you chose to remove the  

You’re done! …  yep, it was that simple. Now you’re ready to ride. To remove the bag from the Base Panel System (BPS), unclip the 

four (4) SRB buckles alongside the bag body. The bag is also held in position utilizing Velcro, so you will need to peel the bag off of 

the base. To reinstall simply follow the same procedure in reverse. For fueling we find it best to release the two forward SRB buckles 

and roll the bag backwards onto the rider seat. Slightly loosen the neck strap before repositioning the tank bag once fueling is 

complete. Re-tension the neck strap and your good to go! Don’t forget to close all of the bag zippers before jumping back on the 

road or trail. 

Included with your Big Sky Tank Bag is a slip on foul weather cover. This cover simply slips over the top of the bag and is secured into 

position by tensioning the lower draw cord. 

      

  ***All attachment straps and Velcro have been supplied with extra length. After proper fitment has been completed the straps 

can be trimmed and melted to adjust finish length.   

Thank you for your purchase ……  
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